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• Factors or variables
• General assumptions

• Some soft factors
• Relevance and sensitivity

• Techniques and value add
• Impact

A note on research
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If financial planning is to leave its adolescent stage of development
and achieve its full potential as a learned profession, three
requirements must be met:
1. All practitioners (must) stay abreast of new research, without
regard to whether it qualifies for CE credit.
2. Possess or acquire the ability to read and critically evaluate that
research.
3. To partner with academics in identifying the profession’s most
important questions and designing research initiatives to answer
them.
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General Assumptions
• Modigliani – “individuals are happiest when they are
able to smooth their consumption over their life
cycle”1
• Saving too much or leaving a large estate are suboptimal outcomes

• Our goal is to try and help a client optimize their
retirement income strategy to maximize lifestyle and
address risk.

Some Soft Factors
• “Both astute and naive individual investors may have
a target amount for adequate retirement wealth and
decide to retire when that amount is reached.”2
• A portfolio is more likely to reach this threshold
when markets are “hot”

• Research indicates consumers are more likely to
retire when markets are high “and believe the good
years will last forever”.3

People retire when markets are high

Relevance & Sensitivity
• Blanchett, D. & Kaplan, P. (2012) Alpha, Beta and Now … Gamma,
Morningstar Investment Management, September 2012
–
–
–
–
–

Optimal asset allocation
Dynamic withdrawal strategy
Use of annuities
Tax-efficient decisions
Liability-relative asset allocation

• Blanchett, D. (2013) The ABCDs of Retirement Success, Journal of
Financial Planning, May 2013
–
–
–
–

Alpha other factors: fees, good or bad skills
Beta based on market allocation
Contribution: new savings
Delayed retirement

Gamma
• Estimate a retiree can expect to generate 29% more
income on a “utility-adjusted” basis using a Gammaefficient retirement income strategy when compared
to naive investor.
• Equivalent to an annual arithmetic return increase of
+1.82%

Gamma contributions

Thoughts on Gamma
• Tax rates are higher in Canada (+) but income
splitting in retirement reduces impact and
consequences for naive case
• Product universe is similar
• May be harder for planners in Canada to generate
results/contribution from planning
• We will return to “Gamma” activities later on

Savings to ROI
• Portfolio/income
on X-axis
• More capital the
less significant
savings
• Assumed +0.5%
Alpha, 7% Beta,
6% of income
saved.

Withdrawals to ROI
• Assumes 0.5%
Alpha, 6%
Beta, 1/age
withdrawals
• 20% equity
portfolio
(based on US
averages) for
retirees.

Delay Retirement
• Delaying
retirement 1 year
increases the
probability of
retirement
success by about
10.6%
• Equals 1% Alpha
over 30 years

Thoughts on ABCD
• The Alpha assumptions (-2% to + 2%) and illustration in charts
(+0.5%) is objectively unfounded

• Alpha has significant impact from fees
• No focus on the optimization of Government Benefits
• Savings always positive impact, but more so in early years (no
surprise)
• Success/failure still based on $1 left after 20, 25 … 40 year.
Not sensitive to mortality tables or substantial achievement
• Like where it is going with more sophisticated analysis looking
at more variables/parameters.

SPIVA – All markets and time frames (Alpha)

Source: Standard & Poors SPIVA Reports

Spiva 2012 Year End

Spiva 2012 Year End

Fees in Perspective
• If you expect 1% per annum (negative Alpha), the
client needs to work 1 year of 30 to pay for you. Are
you adding that much value?
• If you recommend to you client to pay 1% per annum
or more to fund managers, the client needs to work
1 year of 30 to pay for this. Are they receiving the
value?

• Can anyone point to any evidence on value for client
vs. 2 or 3 ETFs (ie MSCI World 0.44%, DEX Universe
Bond 0.3%)

Sustainable Withdrawal Rates
• William Bengen (1994) – Static withdrawal rates between 4.1 and
4.58% are sustainable 99% to 100% of the time.
• Cooley (1998) concluded 4% withdrawal had 100% success for any 30
year period from 1926 to 1995
• Guyton & Klinger (2007) concluded if included behavioural flexibility,
with 40 year periods, adds between 0.5% to 1.0% per annum to
withdrawal rates (ie 5.0% to 6.5% overall)
• Terry (2003) ”I believe that most investors would find even a 1
percent probability of failure to be excessively high when dealing with
irreplaceable assets and considering the extreme costs of failure.”
• Tressider (2012) “If you withdraw just 1% more than your actual safe
withdrawal rate you will go broke before you die. It is a mathematical
truth built into the definition of a safe withdrawal rate.” 4

We have lost sight of planning

• 60 year old, with 500K, 9% roi, 8% standard deviation.
• Saves additional 20K for 5 years, retires and pulls 70K indexed at 3%

We have lost sight of planning
• A 15% probability of
success or 85% chance of
failure using standard
measures.
• 50% probability (geometric
mean) runs out at 82/82 –
age of mortality
• 1000 simulations x 35 years of retirement = 35,000
“years” of income of 70K indexed. How many did the
client receive?
• There is a higher probability the client will be alive at
71 than 101. When we mortality adjust, what
probability the client will receive his cheques?

Observation
• Our “industry” is motivated to scare clients into
behaviour that leaves money under our management
or premiums in our pockets.
• Our “profession” must do better, in fact it must do
“BEST INTEREST FOR THE CLIENT”

On Sequence Risk
• Brayman, S. (2009),
Sequence Risk:
Understanding the
Luck Factor, FPA
Anaheim 2009
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• CMA results in same
geometric mean as a
plan (7.995%)

Success Rate

• MC returns 47.6%
success and 52.4%
failures.

Good Luck + Bad Luck = 0
• 10.6% of simulations
failed even though
the compound return
exceeded 8% (20.2%
of failures)
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• 8.9% of simulations
succeeded even
though the return
was less than 8%

Stochastic Volatility + Drag
• Understood
standard deviation a
function of √Time
(Blue)
• For random
sequences,
deviation increases
(red line) –
stochastic volatility
• Negative require
greater positive to
offset – drag.

“Efficient Frontier” for Retirement
• Pfau, W. (2013) A broader Framework for Determining and
Efficient Frontier for Retirement Income, Journal of Financial
Planning, Feb 2013
• Elaborate model combining government benefits, desired and
required lifestyle, mortality tables, stocks, bonds, inflationadjusted SPIA, fixed SPIAs and VA/GLWBs
• Used current market rates and costs on investment and
insurance instruments (5.1% stocks, 0.3% bonds, 5.84% fixed
SPIA, 2.1% inflation)
• Model client age 65 and a product allocation of 5 product
types in 10% increments.

2 Level Requirement

• Sets desired goal and required need.
• Gap is when below required

Government Benefits
• Meyer, W. & Reichenstein, W. (2010) Social Security: When to
Start Benefits and How to Minimize Longevity Risk, Journal of
Financial Planning, March 2010
• For singles with average life expectancy, PV of benefits is
about the same. If personal mortality shorter the go sooner,
longer then delay.
• The decision for couples revolves around survivor benefits
• For couple, PV is maximized when lower-income spouse
triggers as soon as possible and higher income delays.
• Longevity risk is always minimized by maximum delay.

CPP Single Person
• Age 60, 600K
• 50K/year indexed
at 3%
• 1000 sims
• Look at CPP at age
60, 65 or 70

• End values are
substantially
identical
• Mortality weighted
may favour earlier
election

CPP vs SPIA
Age
CPP Benefit

Benefit %

60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
8,213 8,884 9,613 10,400 11,275 12,150 13,171 14,191 15,212 16,232 17,253
8.17% 8.19%

8.19%

8.25%

8.14%

8.19%

8.11%

7.96%

7.78%

• Phau lists 3.875% for inflation adjusted, 100% joint SPIA at
age 65

• A delaying CPP benefits (effective today) has equivalent of
over 8% and will be higher when full phase in complete (60%
survivor)
• No commission, allows income splitting
• Should any client be sold a SPIA while taking early election?

7.57%

Tax Optimization
• Sumutka, A. & Coopersmith, L. (2012) Tax-Efficient Retirement
Withdrawal Planning Using a Comprehensive Tax Model,
Journal of Financial Planning, April 2012.
• Optimal tax-efficient strategy is achieved by long-term income
stability
– Tax-deferred up to tax deductions, lower tax brackets (10% in USA) or
as required by minimum distributions
– Rapid depletion of taxable assets
– Tax-free assets
– Tax deferred assets still in place

Another tax-perspective
• Shynkevich, A. (2013) Optimal contribution strategy as a
function of the optimal withdrawal decision making: Case of
deductible IRA versus Roth IRA, Financial Services Review 22
(2013) 51-75

• Deductible IRA like RSP, deduction on contributions and full
tax on withdrawals. Roth IRA is like TFSA with no deduction
and no taxes on withdrawals
• Allowed $5000/year in one or the other (exceptions)
• Age 30, 35 years of savings, 25 years retirement

• 35% tax rate pre-retirement

Tax Optimization
Tax Rate Yrs Roth
24%
3
26%
12
28%
19
30%
24
32%
30
34%
34

Yrs IRA
32
23
16
11
5
1

Given lower tax rates in
retirement…investing in a
Roth IRA early and investing
in in deductible IRA and
taxable account can be
preferred when approaching
retirement

An Anecdotal Checklist
• Diamond, D. “Your Retirement
Income BluePrint”
• Advisor with IPC, did a review of
book and how ideas can be
illustrated
• Documented 50 “tips and
techniques”
• Don’t agree with all, but generally
a good checklist

Tax Considerations
• CPP splitting
• Pension Income Splitting
• Topping up to brackets
• TFSA Optimization
• Corporate Class Funds for tax on interest

• Treatment on severance packages
• Unused RSP room

Risk Management
• Consider health care impact on lifestyle
• Estate analysis for 1st and 2nd death impact

• Death benefits on CPP
• Income planning for survivor

Longevity/Volatility Risk
• Cash Wedge Concept – 1 year cash, 2 more in GICs so
can ride market fluctuations
• Duration-based portfolios (liability-relative asset
allocation)
• Seek lower volatility

• Possible use of annuity instruments and mortality
credits

Other Ways to Reduce Risk
• Part time work in retirement
• Home equity as a source of income if needed

• Handling debt post retirement. May elect to retire in
spite of debt still existing.
• Pension options – make the right decision

Shawn’s Highlight Summary
• Read and follow research but question what you read

• Reduce client costs and provide your “Gamma”
• Do not believe “sustainable withdrawal rates” and
100% certainty

• Build a buffer for client propensity to retire when
markets hot
• Use government benefits to minimize longevity risk
• Pay for toys and debt while working – less income
needed, less risk in retirement

• Pay close attention to taxes, a high value area.
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